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BRINGING PEOPLE  
AND SPACES TOGETHER
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SUPPORTING TODAY'S ACTIVE SPACES
The key to designing a high performance environment is to support productivity everywhere 
throughout the space. From waiting areas and cafés to meeting spaces and offices, Accommodate 
creates opportunities for people to get work done in a comfortable, casual setting. With a guest and 
bariatric chair, as well as café and counter height stools, Accommodate supports a variety of spaces 
and applications with a cohesive seating platform that delivers greater comfort, adaptability and 
design continuity. Accommodate is designed to adapt to your environment, people and budget. 

Shown with Arrange Tables. Inspired 
by HON color palette Academy. 



BREAK AWAY. AND GET TOGETHER.
Collaboration happens everywhere within an office these days, and Accommodate supports 
everything from private meetings to impromptu conversations. The range of seat heights satisfies 
the needs of different spaces and users, and the guest chairs stack when not in use to maximize  
valuable floor space in multipurpose areas.

Shown with Preside Tables. Inspired by 
HON color palette Coastal. 
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Shown with 10500 Workstation and Solve seating. 
Inspired by HON color palette Campfire. 

Shown with Arrange Tables and Contain Storage. 
Inspired by HON color palette Butterscotch. 
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Shown with Arrange Tables and Flock seating. 
Inspired by HON color palette Galaxy. 

A HIGHER DEGREE OF LEARNING
Learning spaces are no longer limited to formal training rooms. Accommodate is designed  
to invite interaction and facilitate the exchange of knowledge in a variety of workplace settings.  
The café and counter height stools bring groups together around high top tables, and the guest 
chairs easily move to form impromptu seating arrangements. 
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A HEALTHIER APPROACH TO SEATING
An environment that's easy to maintain is an important asset for any welcoming area, and the 
wipe-out space between the Accommodate seat and back makes cleaning simple. The guest and 
bariatric chairs are lightweight, and easily transition into neat rows and seating clusters to facilitate 
conversations. 

Shown with Occasional Tables. Inspired 
by HON color palette Diplomat. 
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PERSONALIZATION  
IS ENCOURAGED
With two stool heights and two chair options, 
Accommodate is the perfect fit for virtually any 
environment, user or activity. The stackable guest 
chair frame saves space when the chairs are not 
in use, and the variety of options for legs, arms, 
dual-fabric upholstery and frame finishes puts the 
power of customization in your hands. Every model 
features a wall-saver leg design that prevents the 
back of the chair from damaging walls or furniture. 
Accommodate provides all the comfort you need 
and the versatility your space demands.

FRAME FINISHES
The Textured Black (shown)  
and Textured Satin Chrome  
frames coordinate seamlessly  
with other HON products.

GLIDES
Nylon glides move effortlessly 
across any hard surface.

CASTERS
Choose between hard or soft casters 
for mobility on any surface.

OPTIONAL ARMS
Add fixed arms to any chair or  
stool for greater comfort and  
upper body support.

SEATING THAT'S JUST RIGHT
Accommodate offers the breadth of line and optional 
features to give you exactly what you need. Each model  
is available with glides, hard casters or soft casters.
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DUAL FABRIC
Accommodate is available in the  
full collection of quality HON fabrics,  
and the seat and back can feature  
different upholstery selections for  
a dual fabric aesthetic. 

BARIATRIC CHAIR
An extra wide seat and back are  
accompanied by a reinforced frame  
designed to support up to 500 lbs.

33 1⁄2"W x 21 1⁄2"D x 32 1⁄2"H

COUNTER HEIGHT STOOL
This stool height coordinates with  
HON counter height tables and  
standing height applications.

23 1⁄2"W x 23 1⁄2"D x 38 3⁄4"H

CAFÉ HEIGHT STOOL
This stool height is designed to work  
with HON cafe height tables and other  
cafe height applications. 

23 1⁄2"W x 24 1⁄2"D x 44 3⁄4"H
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